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Extreme ultraviolet Mo/Si multilayers protected by capping layers of different materials were

exposed to 13.5 nm plasma source radiation generated with a table-top laser to study the irradiation

damage mechanism. Morphology of single-shot damaged areas has been analyzed by means of

atomic force microscopy. Threshold fluences were evaluated for each type of sample in order to

determine the capability of the capping layer to protect the structure underneath. VC 2013 Author(s).
All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons
Attribution 3.0 Unported License. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4807644]

I. INTRODUCTION

The interest in the very strong interaction between

Extreme UltraViolet (EUV) radiation and matter, together

the EUV photo-lithography industry, drives the research for

development of optical elements able to manipulate short

wavelength radiation useful especially in matter physics,

solar physics, and photolithography. In the EUV region the

use of nano-structured optical coatings is required;1–4 in fact,

since in this range conventional single layer coatings provide

negligible reflectance near normal incidence, significant

reflectance can be obtained only with multilayer (ML) struc-

tures. Such specific optical elements consist of periodic or

aperiodic stacks, based on two or more materials in the nano-

metric scale, deposited on an ultra-smooth substrate. High

performances, specific properties, long term stability, and

resistance to high flux irradiation are pivotal technological

issues.

At wavelengths longer than the Si–L absorption edge

(12.4 nm) up to 35 nm, Mo/Si multilayers are widely used for

their relatively high reflectance and stability, even though

recently new couples of materials have been considered in

this range.5–7 The use of other materials is mandatory at

shorter wavelengths.

Applications for multi-layer mirrors are in ultra-short

pulse manipulation and in beam transport system for syn-

chrotron and Free Electron Laser beamlines. Ultra-short light

pulses can be generated by the interaction of femtosecond

laser pulses at high power density with a gas jet; the ioniza-

tion of the atoms in the laser field produces a spectrum of

laser harmonics extending up to the x-ray spectral region. It

has been demonstrated that High Order Harmonics (HOH)

are emitted in a time corresponding to a short fraction of the

fundamental laser period; thus, by selecting a portion of the

HOH spectrum, a pulse with sub-femtosecond time duration

can be obtained.8,9 In general, harmonics have a phase mis-

match characterized by a positive second order chirp.

Manipulation of such pulses is achieved by the use of

multilayer mirrors able to obtain a temporal compression up

to attosecond pulses by the harmonic phase mismatch

compensation;3,10–12 multilayer mirror optical schemes are

also used in HOH generation setups to change the polariza-

tion state of the pulse.13

High brilliance EUV femtosecond pulses with unprece-

dented photon fluxes are emitted by Free Electron Lasers

(FEL). Multilayers are key optical elements for such beam

transport and manipulation.14 The FEL FERMI in Trieste,

Italy will use multilayer optics instead of a monochromator for

wavelength selection, with improved performance in wave-

front preservation and efficiency.4,15 FERMI@ELETTRA is

based on a high gain harmonic generation (HGHG) seeding

scheme, an approach that provides highly intense radiation

pulses whose temporal structure, spectral distribution, and pho-

ton energy are stable from pulse to pulse over the time. These

properties of the FEL beam must be preserved up to the end-

user stations by the use of ad-hoc optical systems: wavefront

and pulse duration preservation, as well as improvement of

monochromaticity and selection of spectral content, can be

achieved in such FEL transport systems by the use of multi-

layers. Multilayer optics will be useful also to realize delay

line systems able to split the beam and temporally shift one

component with respect to the other.16

The stability of nanostructured coatings for all differ-

ent applications during experimental operation has been

investigated by different authors.17–20 This task is of par-

ticular importance when related to FEL applications, due

to the high average and peak power densities of these

sources. Therefore, damage of Mo/Si multilayers by FEL

irradiation has already been investigated, employing the

DESY-FLASH facility.21,22 In addition, first damage tests

with a table top laser produced plasma source with the

same wavelength (13.5 nm) and fluencies of the FEL

beam,19,20 but in the nanosecond pulse length regime has

been carried out.
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The performance of a multilayer in terms of hardness

and throughput can be enhanced by adding proper capping

layers and by novel designs based on aperiodic stacks.23

Capped Mo/Si multilayers have been developed for the

FERMI@ELETTRA beam transport system. Multilayer

mirrors able to filter the third harmonic, while rejecting the

fundamental, are foreseen in optical systems for pump and

probe experiments.24 Multilayers with high reflectance at

third harmonics shall be used in the delay lines to control the

temporal delay of the pulses.4,15,16

In the present experiment the attention was focused on

the resistance of capped multilayers, evaluating the influence

of the top layers on the damaging process, measuring the

respective damage thresholds, and providing a comparison

between capped and standard Mo/Si periodic stacks. The

coatings were exposed to an EUV beam from a laser-

produced plasma with nanosecond pulse duration, which was

tightly focused using a Schwarzschild objective.

II. SAMPLES AND DAMAGE TESTING PROCEDURE

The fabricated structures are based on periodic Mo/Si

MLs optimized for high efficiency at 13.5 nm wavelength,

with a working angle of 45�. They are composed by 50

bi-layers with a period of d¼ 10.2 nm and a gamma ratio

C¼ 0.62. On-top of the periodic stack, different aperiodic

capping–layers (CL) were designed in order to improve the

harmonics selection capabilities of the basic periodic struc-

ture using the optimization technique described previously.16

The capping layer structures were optimized to increase the

Fundamental Rejection Ratio (FRR), i.e., the ratio between

the reflectance at the third harmonic (i.e., 13.5 nm) and the

fundamental (i.e., 40.5 nm). In Table I, the capping-layer

structures adopted in the experiment together with their

experimental peak reflectance and FRR values measured at

BEAR beamline in ELETTRA Synchrotron, Trieste, Italy

are compiled.

The multilayer structures (one sample for each capping-

layer) were deposited on 16 mm� 16 mm polished Si(100)

substrates using a DC-magnetron sputtering facility described

elsewhere.25

The samples have been exposed at Laser-Laboratorium

G€ottingen e.V. (Germany), with an experimental setup

already described before19 and sketched in Fig. 1.

The EUV radiation is generated by focusing a Nd:YAG

laser (Innolas, 1064 nm wavelength, 8.8 ns duration, 700 mJ

pulse energy) onto a solid gold target of 200 lm thickness

deposited on a rotating Cu rod. The resulting plasma has a

diameter of �50 lm with a high emission peak in the EUV

range. A Schwarzschild objective, coated with Mo/Si

multilayers, filters the incident radiation to a narrow peak

around 13.5 nm and focuses the radiation on the sample

(demagnification 10�, maximum numerical aperture 0.4),

providing fluencies up to several J/cm2. The incidence angles

on the sample range from 12.7� to 26.6�, with a mean angle

of 20�. A plane mirror (Au coated silicon wafer, R� 0.675

for grazing angle of 10�) is positioned between the source

and the objective in order to protect the Mo/Si multilayers

against possible contamination from laser plasma debris. The

samples were mounted on a two axis translation stage in

order to move the surface with respect to the impinging

beam spot. The main experimental parameters are reported

in Table II.

During the experiment the fluence was varied from 330

to 2220 mJ/cm2 by changing the Nd:YAG voltage. For each

fluence value, five single shot spots have been obtained as

shown in the sketch reported in Fig. 2; an alphanumeric code

is used to univocally identify each spot. Nature and the mor-

phology of the damage have been investigated by a non-

contact mode Atomic Force Microscope (AFM, model Park

System XE70), obtaining a topographic map of the spots.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Damage morphology

The appearance of the damage areas on CL1, CL2, and

CL3 samples is very similar, and for this reason the AFM

topographies taken for the Pd/a-Si capped sample and

reported in Fig. 3 can be considered as representative for all

Pt- and Pd-based MLs; in Fig. 4 a sequence of selected

height profiles is also reported. The images show that at

lower fluencies the damage appears as a smooth swelling of

the samples surface, with subsequent formation of a bump of

molten material; only at higher fluencies evaporation is pres-

ent with a potential formation of a crater. Build-up of

TABLE I. Aperiodic capping-layer structures and related optical

performances.

CL label Structure R at 13.5 nm FRR

CL1 Pt (2 nm) a-Si (8.4 nm) 0.52 15.41

CL2 Pd (2 nm) a-Si (8.4 nm) 0.59 43.70

CL3 Pd (2 nm) Mo (2 nm) a-Si (8.4 nm) 0.60 27.13

CL4 B4C (2 nm) a-Si (34 nm) Mo (3.88 nm) 0.52 10.9

FIG. 1. Sketch of the laser produced plasma facility at Laser-Laboratorium

G€ottingen e.V. (Germany).

TABLE II. Experimental parameters of the LPP EUV source.

Wavelength 13.5 nm

Pulse duration 8.8 ns FWHM

Repetition rate 1 Hz

Spectral filtering 2 nm, selected by two multilayers

EUV spot size 2.65 lm� 5.45 lm FWHM

EUV fluence �2.2 J/cm2 (without Zr filter)
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splashes of fused material is also present at the border of the

damaged spot. This behavior can be possibly attributed to a

thermal damage mechanism, with fusion and then evapora-

tion of material, probably favored by the presence of heavy

metals with low stiffness and relatively low melting point

(Table III).

At highest fluencies some images indicate the presence

of big bubbles (Fig. 5) on the irradiated area (CL1: spots E3

and E4; CL2: spots D1, D3, E1, E3, and E4). Such phenom-

enon involves a bigger amount of material than for the sim-

ple fusion process and seems to involve an explosive

process; the different morphology could therefore be related

to a change in the damage mechanisms.

As said, in the case of CL3, the morphology of the damage

areas is similar to those described for CL1 and CL2, so charac-

terized by fusion and bump formation. Nevertheless, in this

case the craters are smaller and form only at higher fluencies,

indicating a higher damage threshold. However, in contrast

with the previous cases, at high fluencies an erosion mechanism

creates flat and shallow craters around the spots (Fig. 6).

In the case of B4C capping-layer (CL4), damages of

irregular shape are visible at low fluencies, while at higher

fluencies depression areas around the centre of the spot are

present (Fig. 7). This morphology is similar to those

observed in the case of uncapped Mo/Si multilayer19 with a

Si top layer. It can be concluded that the damage in CL4

FIG. 2. Map of samples irradiated areas during the experimental session.

FIG. 3. Topography for CL2 damaged

areas, taken at different fluencies: (a) A4

at F¼ 330 mJ/cm2; (b) B1 at F¼ 750 mJ/

cm2; (c) D4 at F¼ 1720 mJ/cm2; (d) E2

at F¼ 2220 mJ/cm2.

FIG. 4. Selected height profiles for CL2 damaged areas, taken at different fluencies: (a) A4 at F¼ 330 mJ/cm2; (b) C2 at F¼ 1220 mJ/cm2; (c) D4 at

F¼ 1720 mJ/cm2.
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occurs with a different process than in the case of CL1, CL2,

and CL3, being B4C (and also Si) a non-metallic material.

B. Quantitative analysis of damaging

Volumes of material protruding from the surface as well

as crater volume have been considered for a quantitative

analysis. On the contrary, the crater depth value has not been

taken into account since the damage morphology analysis

carried out and described in Sec. III A indicates that gener-

ally fluencies used are below the ablation threshold. In Fig. 8

the profile section of a damaged spot useful to understand

how volumes have been calculated is reported. In light grey

TABLE III. Confrontation between properties of the materials considered in the experiment (Ref. 26).

Physical property Pt Pd B4C Mo Si

Atomic number 78 46 55.255 42 14

Density (g/cm3) 21.45 12.02 2.52 10.28 2.32

TM ( �C) 1768.9 1554.9 3036 2623 1414

Thermal conductivity (W/mK) 71.6 71.8 30–42 138 149

Young’s module (GPa) 168 121 450–470 329 130–188

Attenuation length at 13.5 (nm) 17.5 23 220 160 580

Lattice constant (Å) 3.920 3.890 5.60 3.150 5.430(cri)

Thermal expansion (K�1) 8.8� 10�6 11.8� 10�6 5� 10�6 4.8� 10�6 2.6� 10�6

FIG. 5. CL2-D3, F¼ 1720 mJ/cm2 to-

pography and depth profile.

FIG. 6. CL3-E4 at F¼ 2220 mJ/cm2

topography and depth profile for F

¼ 2220 mJ/cm2.

FIG. 7. CL4-A4, F¼ 330 mJ/cm2 (a) and CL4-E1, F¼ 2220 mJ/cm2 topography and depth profile.
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is shown the section of the V volume that is related to the

material expanded or condensed over the surface; in dark

grey is pictured the section of the crater volume C related to

the material removed by the surface.

The factor f¼%(C/V) for different fluencies and sam-

ples has been calculated. The values reported in Table IV are

an average of the five damage volume obtained for each flu-

ence. This factor is used to distinguish the fluencies at which

the ablation process is starting and it is prevalent on a ther-

mal mechanism damage. In fact, we assume that when C is

above 5%, a significative amount of material is ablated,

while below fusion and displacement of material are the

more relevant process.

In the case of samples CL1 and CL2, ablation is negligi-

ble at all fluencies, and the damage mechanism has a thermal

nature while for CL3 and CL4, and above 1720 mJ/cm2 the

ablation starts to be dominant; for these samples, the ablation

threshold is therefore between 1220 and 1720 mJ/cm2.

In order to define a damage threshold for the different

samples, in Fig. 9 a plot of the average volume V versus the

irradiation fluencies is reported. The spot considered for

the determination of the averaged V are those for which the

damaging process is of the same nature, being this fusion of

the material with low ablation and absence of explosive behav-

ior. Therefore, the volumes V for fluencies >1720 mJ/cm2

have been discharged in the case of CL3 and CL4, for what

just discussed. Moreover, in the case of CL1 and CL2 and for

fluencies above 1720 mJ/cm2, two V values have been calcu-

lated: V1, which is the average obtained excluding the damage

spots CL1:E3-E4 and CL2:D1-D3-E1-E3-E4, and V2, which

is calculated taking into account only these same spots. V1 has

been reported in Fig. 9, while V1 and V2 data are reported in

Table V.

V2 values are two times than V1, due to the big amount

of materials displaced in the presence of large bubbles; this

confirms the conclusions of the morphologic analysis for

which a change in the damage mechanism was observed. In

order to determine the damage threshold, a linear fit of the

data reported in Fig. 9 has been carried out, and the results

are reported in Table VI. CL3 shows the highest damage

threshold, while CL2 has a significantly lower one.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Multilayer samples with different capping layers were

irradiated with a focused beam at 13.5 nm, and the damaging

of their surface was studied by atomic force microscopy. In

fact, since Pd and Mo have similar physical properties (see

Table VI, lattice constant and thermal expansion coefficient)

thermal and mechanical stresses are reduced, leading to

improved stack resistance. The B4C cap-layer also provides

a protection to damage due to its high hardness and the low

absorption; at the same time, its lattice constant is similar to

TABLE IV. The factor f at different fluences computed for the samples

under investigation. The values reported are an average of the five damage

obtained during the experiment.

Fluence (mJ/cm2) fCL1 fCL2 fCL3 fCL4

330 0 0 1.2 0

750 0 0.014 2 0.13

1220 0.03 0.32 1.8 2.48

1720 0.07 2.89 9.1 36.5

2220 1.1 4.96 16.3 31.8

FIG. 9. Volume versus fluence.

TABLE V. The volumes V1 and V2 computed for the sample CL1 and CL2

at the fluencies in which the damage mechanism changes.

CL1 CL2

Fluence (mJ/cm2) V1 (lm3) V2 (lm3) V1 (lm3) V2 (lm3)

1720 … … 4.60 10.96

2220 5.72 12.39 5.98 9.63

FIG. 8. Profile section of a damaged spot showing the concept of volume

calculation.

TABLE VI. Volume data linear fit and damage threshold values.

Sample Fitting function Threshold fluence

CL1 V¼ (�0.66 6 0.18)

þ (2.19� 10�3 6 1.2� 10�4)F
Fth¼ 226 6 44 mJ/cm2

CL2 V¼ (�0.07 6 0.12)

þ (2.74� 10�3 6 8� 10�5)F

Fth¼ 25 6 30 mJ/cm2

CL3 V¼ (�0.40 6 0.02)

þ (1.25� 10�3 6 3� 10�5)F
Fth¼ 319 6 25 mJ/cm2

CL4 V¼ (�0.56 6 0.02)

þ (2.04� 10�3 6 3� 10�5)F

Fth¼ 270 6 04 mJ/cm2
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that of the Si material of the layer underneath, making the

interface of CL4 highly resistant. The CL1 and CL2 multi-

layers present more relevant damages; during irradiation, the

strong absorption of the two top layer materials increase the

energy transferred to the surface, enhancing the damaging

effects. In particular, the Pd/Si capped multilayer present a

damage threshold of 0.025 J/cm2; adhesion problem between

Pd and Si could eventually explain such lower value.

Comparable damage threshold have been determined in

a previous work20 in which values of (0.09 6 0.06) J/cm2 has

been determined for a Ru/Si capped multilayer (0.20 6 0.06)

J/cm2, X for a standard Mo/Si, and (0.26 6 0.04) J/cm2 for a

Mo/C/Si/C multilayer.

For damaging with pulses in the fs range21,22 the mecha-

nism is completely different since the material does not have

the time to melt; therefore, formation of bubbles and swelling

are blocked, and a crater of regular shape is formed.27 Damage

threshold for a Mo/Si ML irradiated at 13.5 nm with a 10 fs

pulses at DESY–FLASH is about 45 mJ/cm2. It must be consid-

ered that the velocity of the energy transfer prevents heat dissi-

pation and lower damage threshold would be appeared also for

capped multilayer of irradiated in the femtosecond regime.
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